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AMSI Philosophy
What if we could better academic delivery and
enhance student perception of standard programs?
What if we could improve the integration of ICT
applications into the standard classroom? What if
we could guide schools to improve their perform-
ance with total integrity and commitment to social
development and welfare
What if we never stop asking? 
At AMSI, the what-if questions were about trust
and commitment… the answers were always about
parents and children and the drive of humanity… 

As a complete solution provider, AMSI caters to
every genre of educational institution at all levels
of the academic delivery process be it inside the
classroom, within the confines of a laboratory, in
the multimedia room, in the activity room, in the
sports center, or anywhere where a learning curve
is growing or an academic is at work.
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Al Mawakeb School

Our Mission Statement

Parent’s Guide

Al Mawakeb Mission Statement
We are convinced that every human being is valuable and deserves the
opportunity for self-realization and self-fulfillment. We aim to work togeth-
er to provide all students with a caring environment in which learning,
cooperation, self-esteem and success are valued and encouraged, thus
enabling children to achieve their maximum development potential. We are
committed to helping learners acquire and use knowledge, communicate
effectively, and become responsible and respectful active individuals in
their community, prepared to meet the challenges of the future. We chal-
lenge our  students to take personal responsibility for their education and
to apply their learning to a diverse and changing world.

Specific Goals:

* To provide a challenging educational program based on a strong univer-
sity preparatory curriculum.
* To promote intellectual curiosity.
* To develop the potential of students by encouraging them to participate
in a diverse and full range of school activities.
* To nurture in each student feelings of self-confidence and pride 
in accomplishment. 
* To create in each student an awareness of a world of rapid change and
unforeseeable demands in which continuing education throughout adult
life will be a normal expectation.
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Al Mawakeb School Profile
Founded in 1979 as a private international school., Al
Mawakeb School is certified by the UAE Ministry of
Education (License #70).

Al Mawakeb Schools are managed by AMSI and  provide a
most comprehensive university preparatory education to stu-
dents of all backgrounds and nationalities.

Al Mawakeb School received five-year full term accreditation
from AdvancED in May 2010. AdvancED is an American
organization representing over 27,000 schools in the USA and
65 countries worldwide.

Al Mawakeb schools boast a student body of over 5500 with
over 60 nationalities represented on both its campuses (Al
Garhoud and Al Barsha in Dubai). 
Although our medium of instruction is English, we follow a
unique trilingual education program in English, French, &
Arabic which enables our graduates to pursue higher educa-
tion worldwide. 
The students begin studying the English, French, and Arabic
languages as of Kindergarten. All students are required to take
all academic subjects. Non-Muslims only are exempted from
Islamic Education.
Upon completing twelve years of education, students receive
a high school diploma recognized by the UAE Ministry of
Education. Our high school diploma, in tandem with the edu-
cational preparation we designed, have together enabled our
graduates to attend universities all over the world.

Al Mawakeb School is an official exam center for:
* SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test)
* DELF (Diplôme Elementaire De La Langue Française).
Our school webpage, www.almawakeb.sch.ae, was launched
on September 23rd, 2000 and provides a link with our parents.
This service continues to enhance our admin-parent commu-
nication efficiency.
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Library
The library includes a host of references and scientific and cultur-
al publications in Arabic, English, and French. A wide range of
novels in the three languages is available for students to check out.
Students who visit the library also have access to PC’s that have all
the appropriate internet provisions necessary to allow them to
have adequate research access.

The University Guidance Counseling Center

The University Guidance Counselling Center provides help to
students in their final high school years. Clear guidelines are
available to assist students with university admissions processes.
Through the University Guidance Counselling Center, the school
hosts annual educational recruitment fairs, and welcomes repre-
sentatives from different universities who come to school to
answer any questions that the students may have. The Guidance
counselor provides comprehensive online assistance through the
use of the internet facilities and follows up on individual applica-
tions till the final acceptance.

School Clinics

The school's resident physician oversees all student health-related
matters. A full time doctor and nurses are on duty in school. They
are on call for any emergency and they also maintain accurate stu-
dent records and related medical documents. Our medical staff
also conducts regular check-ups and organizes activities to raise
students’ awareness on general nutrition and health issues.
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Computer Labs
Computer Science is an integral part of the school's curriculum. The school boasts 186 state of the art
computers in 6 modern labs. ICT is taught using an innovative interactive learning method - iLearn-
developed by AMSI, in which the learning content is available online and provides automatic feedback
to the students’s learning activities.
The internet is accessible from any PC in the lab and the school utilizes the facilities available to their
fullest. The students of the Computer Club use the same labs after regular school hours to enhance
their skills and improve them.

Notebooks for Books (N4B) at Al Mawakeb (Gr. 11 & 12)

N4B was launched in August 2004. 
Our classes were restructured to allow the use of notebook computers to replace the traditional book.
Every grade 11 and 12 student carries a notebook computer that is fully loaded with data specified by
his curriculum and level. The standard classroom has been transformed into a learning e-hub with the
teacher firmly in command of all resources and allowing students the designated access level he desires.
Audio/Video components, interactive white boards, multimedia projectors and state of the art network
structures are all the tools available at the teachers' disposal. The standard Al Mawakeb books have been
digitized and transformed into e-formats to allow the students total access and manipulation capabilities.
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Science Labs

The science laboratories are fully
equipped for each of the sciences
taught (Biology, Chemistry and
Physics). Each student has direct
and supervised access to the mate-
rial and instruments needed to
facilitate the understanding of sci-
entific concepts and procedures.
Our lab technicians are readily
available to prepare any hands-on
activities as well as experiments
that are best suited for our stu-
dents’ age and that enhance our
science curriculum and their grasp
of science.

Art Workshops
Every campus is home to 2-3 art
workshops where our students
have access to all kinds of materi-
als and tools that allow them to
make the best out of their art
classes. Some of our brightest
artists are discovered in the art
workshops under the guidance of
a staff whose aim is to cultivate an
appreciation for the arts and all its
components.

Bus Services
The school provides transporta-
tion for students to most locations
in Dubai, Sharjah and Ajman.
Parents may track the assigned
school bus online from the school
portal.
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Student Life

We take pride in the belief that a well-rounded education coupled
with various activities offer the students a chance for more personal
involvement with their school and its faculty. Students often realize
their potential in extra-curricular activities and their interaction with
others in non-academic forums allows them the chance for self-ful-
filment. At Al Mawakeb, we strive to create these opportunities for
our students and watch them grow into responsible young adults
who will give back to their communities.

There are many clubs for the students to join. These clubs aim at
enriching their experiences and enhancing any talents they may have
as well as helping them discover new ones. Some of these activities
include Scouts, Student Council, Drama, Folklore, Art, Varsity
Sports, Broadcast Station, Piano, Computer Club, Photography
Club, Committé de Français, The Science Club, The Math Club,
Astronomy Club, Earth Calling Out (Environment Club), Robotics,
The Business Club, The Humanitarian Club and so much more.

In addition to regular physical education classes, the school extends
its sports activities to involve varsity teams for girls and boys.
Practice is after school hours. Varsity teams include basketball, vol-
leyball, track and field, table tennis and football. All clubs are under
direct staff supervision and guidance by our staff and teachers.
Most of the club meetings take place after school hours.

In addition to all these activities, and to confirm our commitment to
a well-rounded experience, our school organizes ski trips abroad. the
ski trip has proven to be very popular among the students and the
success stories that ensued reaffirmed our belief in the essence of
activities in education.
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General Rules & Regulations

At Al Mawakeb, we strive to maintain a wholesome and comfortable environment in which students are able to
maximize on their talents and potential. In order to do that, we have set up some rules, regulations and expectations
that will help them better concentrate their efforts on schoolwork.
In order to avoid any disciplinary action or deduction of points from the conduct grade, students, both new and
current, are expected to abide by the school’s instructions of which some are listed in this booklet. 
Parents are encouraged to take part in this process by keeping in touch with the academic administrators in order
to avoid any surprises. 
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Outside Appearance and Other Matters:

In addition to disciplinary action, infractions will result in points deduct-
ed from the conduct grade for all of the following as well as others.

1. School Uniform is compulsory at all times.
2. PE uniform is compulsory on days of PE classes.
3. Jewelry (any kind) will be confiscated/discarded (discrete earrings (Girls
only) and watches are allowed).
4. Mobiles/cell phones are strictly prohibited and will be confiscated/discarded.
5. All electronics are not allowed. (MP3, i-Pod, CD players...).
6. Make-up is not allowed in any form or shape (including nail polish and
hair coloring).
7. Unusual hairdos are discouraged among all students.
8. Absence not justified by Medical Report.
9. Academic negligence.

In case of Absence/Tardiness: 

1. Parents have to inform the school about a student’s absence.
2. Absence that is not justified by a medical report will result in repercussions.
3. Students who miss exams/quizzes because of absence or tardiness will
not be allowed to sit for a make-up exam unless they submit a medical
report; an F is then entered as the student’s grade.
(This is especially applicable from Grades 7 through 12).
4. Tardiness exceeding 5 minutes past 07:50 will result in repercussions.
5. Tardiness exceeding 10 minutes past 07:50 will be considered as a missed class.
6. Absence on regular school days will be considered unjustified unless a
medical report is submitted. Points will be deducted from conduct grade and
make-ups will not be allowed. An immediate F is entered as the student’s
grade in case an exam or quiz is missed.
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Schools Hours
Classes begin at 07:50 sharp. The first
bell rings at 07:45 for students to line
up and get ready for class. 

For KG:
. Classes begin at 07:50 and end at
14:30 every day.  
. Fridays and Saturdays are off.

For Grades 1 through 8:
. Every day consists of 7 periods.  
. Every period is 50 minutes long. 
. There are two breaks during the day
(from 10:20 to 10:45 & from 12:25 to
12:45).
. Classes end at 14:25.
. Busses move at 14:30.
. Fridays and Saturdays are off.

For Grades 9 through 12:
. Every day consists of 7 periods.  
. Every period is 50 minutes long. 
. There is one break during the day
(from 11:10 to 11:55).
. Classes end at 14:25.
. Busses move at 14:30.
. Fridays and Saturdays are off. 
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Recommendations & Notes:

We recommend that you 
communicate with your 
children's administrators
through e-mail. You can locate
the respective administrator's 
e-mail on the school website.

General Parent-Teacher meet-
ings are announced via a circular
which is also posted on the
school website in case your chil-
dren missed it. 
For your convenience, ALL 
significant school circulars 
are posted on our website for
easier access.

We recommend that you follow
up on any written note you send
to us with a phone call to 
confirm its content and delivery.
You may also do this with an 
e-mail to the respective recipient. 

Contacting the School

To meet with the Director:

Call the school to schedule an appointment.

To meet with Teachers/Co-Director:

1. Every Co-Director has at least one afternoon dedicated to meetings
with parents.
2. This day is usually announced in September by circular and on the website.
3. Call the respective Co-Director to schedule an appointment or to ask for
a progress report.
4. Arrive at least 5 minutes before your appointment to avoid delays.
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To deliver a message to children:

Call the school before 13:00 (Gr. 3-12) / before 12:00 (KG-Gr. 2) 
If the respective administrator is not available, leave the message
with the reception.
The school is not responsible for any messages left after the time indi-
cated above.

Cellular Phones:

Cellular phones (mobiles) are strictly prohibited in school.
If a cellular phone is found on a student during school hours, it will
be confiscated/discarded.
Conduct points will be deducted.

Use of School Bus:

Regretfully, students who are not registered in the bus service are
not allowed to use the buses.
Students who are registered in the bus service are not allowed to
switch buses on any day.

Ride with Friends:

Students who are registered in the bus service are expected to go
home by bus at all times.
These students may not go in their friends' cars unless their parents
have sent notes of consent to the fact or called the respective adminis-
trators.

Leaving Early/Arriving Late:

Students will not be allowed to leave the school before the end of
their school day unless the parents have sent a consent note and
followed up with a call.
Students who arrive late will not be admitted into classes unless
they have a consent note and the parents have called to inform us
about the delay.
Both cases are highly discouraged as they disrupt the academic process.
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Report Cards & Results

Terms:

1. There are 3 terms in the scholastic year.
2. Each term is roughly 10 weeks. (12 weeks for Gr. 1, 2).
3. First & Second terms are immediately followed by Term Exams.
4. Term 3 is immediately followed by Final Exams (FE) to conclude 
the year.

Written Work:

1. All graded work is returned to students. (except Final Exam)
2. Graded work happens regularly in all subjects.
3. Parents are encouraged to monitor results throughout the year.

Report Cards:

1. Unofficial computer-generated report cards are passed out to all
students 2 times a year. Report Cards may also be viewed online
through our website. Tentatively:  - First in December

- Second in March
2. Parents may collect Final Report Cards from school in June.
3. Parents are encouraged to contact us if they have not received their
children's report cards around the listed dates.

Translating Results:

1. F’s are failing grades.
2. A student who finishes the year with 4 or more F’s is held back in
the same grade the following year.  
3. A student who finishes the year with an annual cumulative average
equal to F is held back in the same grade the following year. 
4. A student who finishes the year with 1, 2 or 3 F’s has to sit for and
pass a Make-up exam before he/she is promoted to the next grade.
Make-up exams are usually scheduled for the end of June.
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Honor (H)

1. Average is >= 85 % and less than 88%  
2. Conduct (Behavioral) points < 15 points  
3. French may/may not be dropped  (Award will change)  
4. Grades under C- are not allowed in Al Mawakeb subjects* 

High Honor (HH)

1. Average is >= 88 % and less than 90%  
2. Conduct (Behavioral) points < 15 points  
3. French may NOT be dropped  
4. Grades under C- are not allowed in Al Mawakeb subjects* 

Higher Honor (HRH) 

1. Average is >= 90% and less than 95% (Gr 10-11-12)
2. Average is >= 90% and less than 96% (Gr 7-8-9)
3. Conduct (Behavioral) points < 15 points  
4. French may NOT be dropped  
5. Grades under C- are not allowed in Al Mawakeb subjects* 

Highest Honor (HSH) 

1. Average is >= 95% (Gr 10-11-12)
2. Average is >= 96% (Gr 7-8-9)
3. Conduct (Behavioral) points < 15 points    
4. French may NOT be dropped  
5. Grades under C are not allowed in All subjects

One or Two Terms

H HH HRH HSH

Three Terms
AA* 85 to 87 AA 88 to 89 AA 90 to 94/95 AA 95/96 or above

Merit Award (no Fr)
Achievement Award

High Achievement Distinction Highest Distinction

* AA = Annual Average

Letter of Good Academic Achievement 
(detailing the honor accomplishments of the students).
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Every year, we honor a select group of students who have gone
that extra mile to be extra-ordinary.  
There are two faces to this process, academic and non-academic.

President’s Shield: is awarded to a senior who achieved  Highest
Distinction or Distinction in Gr.12 and either Gr.10 or Gr.11.

Valedictorian: is the senior who achieves Highest Distinction and
the highest grade point average among the seniors. 

Salutatorian: is the senior who achieves Highest Distinction and
the second highest grade point average among the seniors. 

Highest Distinction Award is given to the student (Gr.7-12) who
maintains Honor list status every term and whose final annual aver-
age is 95/96% or above.

Distinction Award is given to the student (Gr.7-12) who main-
tains Honor list status every term and whose final annual average
ranges from 90% to 94/95%.

High Achievement Award is given to the student (Gr.7-12) who
maintains Honor list status every term and whose final annual aver-
age ranges from 88% to 89%.

Achievement Award is given to the student (Gr.7-12) who main-
tains Honor list status every term and whose final annual average
ranges from 85% to 87%.

Merit Award is given to the student (Gr.7-12) who maintains
Honor list status every term and whose final annual average ranges
from 85% to 87% but French is dropped.
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In addition to academic honors, Al Mawakeb
prides itself on having, within its student body, a
large contingency of students who distinguish
themselves in non-academic fields. 

These students are awarded with the following:
Recognition Award (Gr.10-12): Presented to
students for altruistic contribution to the school
and its community through leadership and par-
ticipation.

Outstanding Athlete Award (Gr. 8-12):
Presented to students in recognition of outstand-
ing athletic achievement.

Excellence in Arts (Gr. 8-12): Presented to stu-
dents in recognition of outstanding achievement
in Arts.

AMSI LEADERSHIP AWARD

is presented to a senior who:

1. Exhibits outstanding potential as a young leader
2. Is a significant contributing force in the life of his/her school
3. Exemplifies the qualities of character and leadership
4. Shows exceptional initiative and dedication to his/her
school community
5. Is valued and respected by those with whom he/she works
6. Gives considerably of his/her time, skills and talent to
his/her school
7. Demonstrates commitment, responsibility and enthusiasm
in his/her involvement

This senior embodies the essence and spirit of
his/her school’s mission and fulfills the AMSI
expectation in a potential future leader.
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Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

I.E.
Arabic
English

Mathematics
Computer Science

Science
French

Social Studies
P.E.
Arts

Music

I.E.
Arabic
English

Mathematics
Computer Science

Science
French

Social Studies
P.E.
Arts

Music

I.E.
Arabic
English

Mathematics
Computer Science

Science
French

Social Studies
P.E.
Arts

I.E.
Arabic
English

Mathematics
Computer Science

Science
French

Social Studies
P.E.
Arts

I.E.
Arabic
English

Mathematics
Computer Science

Science
French

Social Studies
P.E.
Arts

I.E.
Arabic
English

Mathematics
Computer Science

Science
French

Social Studies
P.E.
Arts

Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12

I.E.
Arabic
English

Mathematics
Computer Science

Science
French

Social Studies
P.E.

I.E.
Arabic
English
Algebra

Geometry
Computer Science

Science
French
History

Geography
P.E.

I.E.
Arabic
English
Algebra

Geometry
Computer Science

Science
French
History

Geography
Civics
P.E.

I.E.
Arabic
English
Algebra

Geometry &
Trigonometry

Computer Science
Chemistry

Biology
French
History

Geography
P.E.

I.E.
Arabic
English

Pre-Calculus
Trigonometry

Physics
Chemistry

Computer Science
& Technology

French
History

Geography
P.E.

I.E.
Arabic
English
Calculus

Trigo & Statistics
Physics
Biology

Chemistry
CS & Technology

French
History

Geography
Business Studies

P.E.

I.E.: Islamic Education P.E.: Physical Education 

Notes: 

1. Boys & Girls are segregated as of Gr.5  
2. N4B program is effective as of Gr.11 
3. Students of Gr.1 till G.12 sit for an American standardized exam
in English, Math & Science.
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www.almawakeb.sch.ae
Al Mawakeb offers a host of online services that open a direct link between
parents, students, teachers and the school administration. Information is
posted about the school’s profile, facilities, students, and activities to pro-
vide a quick overview about the school. You can find more detailed infor-
mation about rules and regulations, school hours, class schedules, impor-
tant dates, curriculum and courses, student honours and awards, registra-
tion and transportation procedures, medical insurance, and fee structures. 

Parents will find that our online services are extremely helpful. To enhance
admin-parent communication efficiency, we provide parents with detailed
information on all our accounting procedures, including regulations that
govern registration, late enrollment, cancellations and refunds, and dis-
count policies. Registration is also made easy with the online statement of
accounts and registration details being continuously updated on the web. In
addition to the online administrative services, parents enjoy access to their
children’s daily work; they can view reports cards, view online courses, and
are up-to-date on all activities in school. They can even watch their kids in
KG through live web cameras. The website also provides parents with the
means to communicate directly with their children’s teachers to follow up
on their progress in school and discuss any issues of concern.

Our website also caters to our students’ needs. They have access to online
examinations, grades and report cards. The online Guidance Counselling
section is a great support for the upper grade students who need to be reg-
ularly updated with rules and procedures for university assessment tests and
need help in making the right choices. 
Our website also features an e-magazine where students can exert their cre-
ativity through posting articles online. They can also access all photos of
activities and events, and share them as post cards with family and friends. 

The online services at Al Mawakeb also include a teacher resource centre,
educational games, and a communication portal.
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REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

Registration is neither formal nor legal unless these documents are provided on time:
1. Copy of Passport with valid Residence Visa.
2. Copy of Birth Certificate translated to Arabic or English.
3. 4 colour Passport Photos.
4. Copy of Vaccination Card.
5. Most recent report card indicating the grade completed.
6. For students of Gr. 2-12 applying from:
- Dubai: Original Transfer Certificate from previous school legalised from the appropriate Educational Zone
and Certificate of Continuation of Studies.
- Other Emirates: Original Transfer Certificate from previous school legalised from the appropriate
Educational Zone and Certificate of Continuation of Studies.
- Outside U.A.E.: Original Transfer Certificate from previous school - translated to English or Arabic - and
legalised from the Ministry of Education, Ministry of Foreign Affairs & U.A.E. Embassy in the country of origin
and Letter of Successfully completing the previous grade.
7. For students applying to Gr. 9-12: 
Original Transfer Certificate and Transcripts (from 8th Grade onwards) - translated to English or Arabic -
legalised & certified from the Ministry of Education, Ministry of Foreign Affairs & U.A.E. Embassy in the
country of origin.
8. Letter of Good Conduct required for all students coming to Gr. 9-12.

REGISTRATION PROCEDURES

1- All new students from KG to Grade 12 must sit for and pass an Assessment & an Interview. (Application
fee/student is 500.00 AED, non-refundable). 
2- The results of the Assessment and Interview will not be disclosed until all documents have been submitted to
the registrar office.
3- All parents must proceed to the registration/accounts department in school to complete the registration proce-
dures & database.
4- Parents must sign and approve the recommendations after the entrance assessment (including special and
extra classes).
5- Registration will be cancelled if a student fails to join the school within the first 2 weeks of the academic year with-
out prior written notice.
6- Registration to any class is not final until all the proper documentation is available with the administration,
the annual tuition fees settled in full as per the procedure detailed below and after the approval of the Ministry
of Education / Relevant Authority.
7- New Students applying from inside the UAE: Legalized transfer papers must be submitted before the end
of June.
8- Grade 10, 11 and 12 students (current and new) must submit a copy of passport with residence visa valid for
6 months.
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TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURES

1. Registration for the transport services will be suspended for the first 2 weeks of September and will
resume afterward pending availability.
2. In case of address change, advance notice of three working days and a map are required, before we can
reinstitute the transport service and only if the new location is on designated routes.
3. The administration reserves the right to suspend/deny any student the use of the transportation service if
he/she does not abide by the set rules and regulations. The students will be responsible for any damage done to
the transportation busses.
4. The administration reserves the right to revoke the seat allocated to the student(s) at registration once
the bus route is confirmed. 

TRANSPORTATION COMMITMENTS AND LIABILITIES

On Rules and Regulations

1. The school shall insure that every student registered for our transport utility shall have an allocated seat.
2. The school shall include every student registered for our transport utility in our accident & third party
liability insurance scheme.
3. The school shall strive, from within the known restrictions, to maximize the efficiency of the transport system.
4. The school must adhere to the public rules and regulations of transport as prescribed by the traffic & con-
cerned departments.
5. The school reserves the right to allocate collection and drop off points to certain areas, streets, compounds
and multiple entry buildings. Such distribution, if any, would be announced to the subscribers upon finaliza-
tion of the transport routes.

The Transport Administration

1. The transport system operators cannot wait to pick up a student after the time that has been allocated to
him has passed.
2. Any student who is not collected at the point of delivery shall be returned to school and his parents contact-
ed to collect him/her.
3. There will be restrictions on the motion of our busses due to road/construction/or similar aspects. The
school transport administration reserves the right to allocate the pick up and / or drop off point and time
based on the factors that improve the overall efficiency of the operation & not on personal needs of the user.
4. Parents may track the assigned school bus online from the school portal.
5. Please be aware that at the time of your registration, the management at our schools was still unable to secure
all the required bus supervisors for our fleet of 138 busses (reliable, efficient, and trustworthy individuals that
would be housed, trained and managed) and would deliver the required supervision of the busses to the qual-
ity that we all desire. At this stage, we cannot guarantee that the service will be provided fully, but we have and
continue to commit to do our best to secure it. The cost of transportation at this point are exclusive of the
provision of this service. Once we secure the service, we shall be advising our parents of the financial ramifi-
cations for the service, if any (cost of HR and subsequent immigration and legalization fees).
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PROCEDURE FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF SCHOOL FEES

Payment for tuition fees and registration shall be tailored over the payment plan that you deem appro-
priate. We ask that you redeem the cost of the books, uniforms, and the notebook computer (if any) on
registration because we are paying these costs on your behalf before the beginning of the academic year.

GENERAL NOTES:

Note 1:

If available, payment by credit card is also possible and is subject to bank charges. However, it eliminates the
payment deferral option. 

Note 2:

a. For new parents who settle their fees through their employer, or any other organization: 
* Submit personal cheque dated prior the first of September to leverage the payment.
* Secure  an official acceptable confirmation on company letterhead to be presented with the 
registration documents.
* Secure the approval of our accounts department. 
* Eventually, once your company’s payment is confirmed, you shall be refunded the full amount 
of your original payment.

b. For new organization/employer, parents must submit personal cheque dated prior the first of
September to leverage the payment.
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Al Mawakeb School

Accounting Procedures

Parent’s Guide

1. On Late Enrollment

1.1 Any registration prior to and up to the end of December, shall incur full tuition fees. All other fees remain at their
fullest implications.

1.2 Any registration that is required in the period between the first of January and through the first of February shall
incur fees as per the following formula: Divide value of tuition fees by 8 months, and then multiply that by the num-
ber of remaining tuition months. Add the value of the books, school uniforms, KG activities and notebook for Gr.11
& 12 and 1500.00 AED for processing fees.

1.3 Any registration that is required past the first of February shall depend on the grade for calculation of fees. Any
discount does not apply anymore. Registration shall incur fees as per the following formula: Divide value of tuition
fees by 8 months, and then multiply that by the number of remaining tuition months. Add the value of the books,
school uniforms, KG activities and notebook for Gr.11 & 12. Add 1000.00 AED processing fees for Gr. 2-8, and
1500.00 AED processing fees for Gr. 9-12.

1.4 Transportation: any registration prior to and through the end of January, shall incur full transportation fees. Any
registration past the first of February shall incur 50% of the transportation fees, pending availability.

1.5 Special Classes: any registration prior to and through the end of January, shall incur full fees. Any registration past
the first of February shall incur 50% of the fees.

2. ON ACTIVITY REGISTRATION

These are completed with a cash or current/cheque payment immediately upon registration.
Please note that the accounts department will issue a final registered participant sheet, & cross tally it against actual par-
ticipants. Any participant who did not complete the registration procedures will be removed from activity.
Any registration prior to and through the end of January, shall incur full activity fees. Any registration past the first
of February shall incur 50% of the activity fees.

3. On Transportation Registration

The fees for any required school serviced transportation must be settled along with the registration fees & upon registration.
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4. ON CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS

Registration

4.1 Current and new registered students can cancel their registration without any deduction up till the
20th of June, after that a 1000.00 AED processing fee shall be charged for cancellation of registration
and 500.00 AED for transportation.

Tuition

4.2 Through the last day of January - divide the full tuition + special classes (include sibling discount
if applied) value in  question, without the cost of the books, PE, and school uniforms, KG activites
and Notebook computer for Gr 11 & 12 by the actual months of tuition (eight). 
Multiply by the number of months enrolled. Add 1000.00 AED. The Balance is refunded to parents.
4.3 Any cancellation as the first of February: parents shall not be entitled to any refund whatsoever.

All non-regular subjects: II..EE..,,  AArraabbiicc,,    FFrreenncchh,,  SSoocciiaall  SSttuuddiieess  iinn  EEnngglliisshh
4.4 The parents shall be entitled to a refund for the special subject fees in question, as per the follow-
ing refund procedures:

Refund Structure

4.4.1. Through end of November refund shall incur as per the following formula: Divide
value of the special tuition  fees by 8 months, and then multiply that by the number of stud-
ied months. Add one month as cancelation charges. The balance is refunded to parents. 
4.4.2. After the first of December parents are not entitled to a refund
Refund Procedure

4.4.3 Withdraw the third payment (PDC) if available, and deduct the amount to be refunded
without charging 100.00 AED (Cheque withdrawal charges).
4.4.4 Reconcile the amount to be refunded with any return cheque if available after charging
150.00 AED.

Transportation

Refund Structure: Divide the transport cost by 8 months, multiply by the number of months the
service was used, and add one month processing fees. The balance is refunded to parents. Any cancellation,
as the first of February: parents shall not be entitled to any refund whatsoever.
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Parent’s Guide
Al Mawakeb School

Activity Refunds

Any cancellation, from date of enrollment through the first 2 weeks of the activity: parents shall be
entitled to a refund with a one month activity charges fee, after which there will be no refunds.

Important notes that apply to CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS

1. A student who is suspended from any activity as deemed necessary by the academic administration,
or expelled from school for any reason whatsoever, shall not be entitled to any refund whatsoever.
2. No refunds shall be made to the parents unless their account is fully settled, and there are no
outstanding payments due in the form of post-dated cheque(s) or other.
3. Refunds will be made to the entity that settled the amount to the school.
4. Any refund cannot include the value of books, the P.E. uniform, the school uniform or KG
activities. They are non-returnable / non-refundable after they are delivered.
5. The application fee of 500AED is non-refundable and is applied on every new student.
6. Procedure: Cancellation requests should be submitted in writing and must carry a valid reason.
The accounts calculation will consider the date of the submitted written request.

5. ON DISCOUNTS

5.1 The Al Mawakeb accounts department will honor only the standard sibling discount applicable in
case of the registration of one or more siblings at any of its campuses in the UAE.
5.2 The sibling discount is only applicable after the parents have fully reimbursed the school for any out-
standing invoices or outstanding accounts and is only granted to zero balance accounts.
5.3 Students who receive a scholarship: Respective amount will be credited towards the balance of the
tuition fees of the student if payment was made in part. If payment was made in full then a cheque will
be issued for the respective amount to the parent.

6. ON RETURNED CHEQUES AND UNSECURED PAYMENTS (CHEQUE WITHDRAWAL)

6.1 Any returned cheque for lack of funds shall be reimbursed in cash and not replaced by another cheque.
A processing fee of 150.00 AED shall be added to the then settled amount to be also collected in cash.
6.2 A 100.00 AED processing fee shall be charged to the parents every time they request that their
cheque be withdrawn prior to the deposit due date. This fee shall be settled in cash along with a with-
drawal request letter. (The request letter must be dated at least 15 days before the cheque due date).
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The school provides the following cover to all the students while
in school or during any school-endorsed activity.

Personal Accident Cover (PAC)

Under this policy all students are covered as per the below scope
or limit in the unlikely event of an accident, even when the school
is not liable. This applies during school hours or during any
school-endorsed activity.

Scope

To cover all our students in the unlikely event of an accident,
when the school is not liable, but always during school hours or
during any school endorsed activity.

Limits

* 75,000.00 AED for Death or Total Permanent/Partial Disability
per Student per Accident.
* 10,000.00 AED for Accidental medical expenses per Student
per Accident.


